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prisoner of the marble, haply as an Indian wife and mother,

ieg s ere the keel of Columbus had disturbed the waves of the

Atlantic, the high standing of thy species had imparted new

meanings to death and the rainbow. The prismatic arch had

become the bow of the covenant, and death a great sign of the

unbending justice and purity of the Creator, and of the aber

ration and fall of the living soul, formed in the Creator's own

image, -reasoning, responsible man.

Of those portions of the Museum which illustrate the history

of the human mind in that of the arts, I was most impressed

by the Egyptian section. The utensils which it exhibits that

associate with the old domesticities of the Egyptians-the

little household implements which had ministered to the lesser

comforts of the subjects of the Pharaohs -seem really more

curious,-at any rate, more strange in their familiarity,-than

those exquisite productions of genius, the Laocoons, and Apollo

Belvideres, and Venus de Medicis, and Phidian Jupiters, and

Elgin marbles, which the Greek and Roman sections exhibit.

We have served ourselves heir to what the genius of the

ancient nations has produced,
- to their architecture, their

sculpture, their literature; our conceptions piece on to theirs

with so visible a dependency, that we can scarce imagine what

they would have been without them. We have been running

new metal into our castings, artistic and intellectual; but it is

the ancients who, in most cases, have furnished the moulds.

And so, though the human mind walks in an often-returning

circle of thought and invention, and we might very possibly

have struck out for ourselves not a few of the Grecian ideas,

even had they all perished during the middle ages, -just as

Shakspeare struck out for himself not a little of the classical

thinking and imagery, -we are at least in doubt regarding the

extent to which this would have taken place. We know not
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